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We study the nonlinear asymptotic stability of planar shock front for a class of
relaxation systems which approximate scalar conservation laws in several space
dimensions time asymptotically. It is shown that if the relaxation system satisfies
the subcharacteristic condition, then a traveling wave solution connecting a weak
entropy shock is asymptotically stable under small generic perturbations.  1997
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN THEOREM
It is proposed by Jin and Xin in [JX] to use the relaxation system
ut+ :
m
i=1
(vi)xi=0, u # R
n, vi # Rn, (1.1)
vit+Aiuxi=&
(vi&Fi (u))
=
, i=1, 2, ..., m (1.2)
to approximate scalar multi-dimensional hyperbolic conservation laws of
the form
ut+ :
m
i=1
Fi (u)xi=0, (xi , t) # R
1_R+, u # Rn. (1.3)
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Here = is a positive constant representing the rate of relaxation and
Ai=aiI, ai>0, i=1, 2, ..., m with I being the n_n identity matrix and ai
being positive constants satisfying the subcharacteristic condition (see
[JX] and (SC)). One of the main advantages of the system (1.1)(1.2) is
its form of local relaxation structure and linearity in convection which
makes it possible to solve this system quite easily by underresolved stable
numerical discretizations using neither Riemann solvers spatially nor non-
linear system of algebraic equations solvers temporally. A class of numeri-
cal schemes solving (1.1)(1.2) has been proposed in [JX], which yields
satisfactory numerical solutions to hyperbolic conservation laws (1.3)
([JX]). Yet the asymptotic equivalence of the relaxation system (1.1)(1.2)
and the hyperbolic conservation laws (1.3) as either the rate of relaxation
goes to zero or time approaches infinity has been rigorously analysed only
in one space dimension (see [Liu], [CLL], [MN] and [WX]).
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the large time
asymptotic equivalence of the relaxation system (1.1)(1.2) (for fixed =) to
the conservation laws (1.3) in the presence of shock fronts. More precisely,
for a given planar shock front for the conservation laws (1.3), there exists
a smooth travelling wave solution to (1.1)(1.2) which smoothly inter-
polates the two shock states at infinities. Our goal is to show that such a
smooth travelling wave is nonlinearly stable for small generic initial pertur-
bations. We will only consider the case that (1.3) is a scalar conservation
laws, i.e., n=1. Furthermore, for the simplicity of presentation, we will
only present the results and analysis for the 2-dimensional case.
Let us rewrite the 2-dimensional scalar equation of conservation laws
(1.3) as
ut+f (u)x+g(u)y=0 u # R1. (1.4)
Then the corresponding relaxation system becomes
ut+v1x+v2y=0, (1.5)
v1t+a1ux=&
(v1&f (u))
=
, u, v1 , v2 # R1, (1.6)
v2t+a2 uy=&
(v2&g(u))
=
(1.7)
where a1 and a2 are positive constants, and the rate of relaxation = is taken
to be one since we are interested in large asymptotic behavior for fixed =.
In this case, the subcharacteristic condition (SC), proposed in [JX], takes
the form
[ f $(u)]2
a1
+
[ g$(u)]2
a2
<1.
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It is assumed that the flux functions f and g are smooth enough, and the
equation (1.4) is genuinely nonlinear in the x-direction ([Ma]), i.e. for a
fixed constant a>0
f "(u)a. (1.8)
The initial data for the (1.5)(1.7) are given by
(u, v1 , v2)(x, y, 0)=(u0 , v10 , v20)(x, y), (1.9)
satisfying
lim
x  \
&(u0 , v10 , v20)(x, } )&(u\ , f (u\), g(u\)&L(R1)=0 (1.10)
with u+ and u& being two given constants such that u&>u+.
Let s be the constant satisfying the following RankineHugoniot condi-
tion
s(u+&u&)=f (u+)&f (u&). (1.11)
Then (u+ , u& , s) yields a planar shock front propogating in the x-direction
for the scalar conservation law (1.4). A planar shock profile for the
relaxation system (1.5)(1.7), associated with (u+, u& , s), is a smooth
travelling wave solution to (1.5)(1.7) of the form (u, v1 , v2)(x, y, t)=
(U, V1 , V2)(x&st) which smoothly interpolates the states u+ and u& at
infinities, i.e., (U, V1 , V2)(x&st) satisfies the following system of differen-
tial equations
&sU$+V$1=0, (1.12)
&sV$1+a1U$= f (U )&V1 , (1.13)
&sV$2=g(U )&V2 , (1.14)
with the boundary conditions of the form
(U, V1 , V2)(\)=(u\ , f (u\), g(u\)). (1.15)
It then follows from (1.12) and (1.13) that
(a1&s2) U"=( f (U ))$&sU$. (1.16)
We will always assume that the sub-characteristic condition (SC) is
satisfied at u=u\. Thus a1&s2>0 due to the convexity of f. Consequently
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one can show by simple phase plane analysis that there exist smooth solu-
tions to the problem (1.12)(1.15), and the solutions are unique up to a
phase shift. We denote this solution by (U, V1 , V2)(!) with !=x&st.
Our goal is to show that there exists a solution to the Cauchy problem
for the relaxation system (1.4)(1.7) with initial datum (1.9), which
converges time asymptotically to the planar shock profile (U, V1 , V2) in
the super-norm. More precisely, we have the following nonlinear stability
theorem, which is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the subcharacteristic condition (SC) is
satisfied at u=u\ . Let (U, V1 , V2)(x&st) be the planar shock profile
associated with (u+ , u&, s) as described above. Then there exist positive
constants #0 and #1 such that if
&=: |u+&u&|#0 (1.16)
and
:
|:|3
|| (1+x2) p [:((u0 , v10 , v20)(x, y)&(U, V1 , V2)(x))]2 dx dy#1
(1.17)
for some p>1, then the Cauchy problem (1.5)(1.7), (1.9) has a unique
global smooth solution (u, v1 , v2)(x, y, t) which approaches the planar shock
profile, (U, V1 , V2)(x&st), uniformly as time goes to infinity, i.e.,
lim
t  
sup
(x, y) # R2
|(u, v1 , v2)(x, y, t)&(U, V1 , V2)(x&st)|=0. (1.18)
A few remarks are in order concerning the Theorem and its proof.
Remark 1. The constants #0 and #1 in the Theorem depend only on the
fluxes functions f (u) and g(u) and the constants a1 and a2 . It will also be
clear from our analysis that #1 should be smaller than #0 .
Remark 2. Although we only present the 2-dimensional results in the
Theorem and its proof, however, it should be clear from our analysis that
the corresponding results hold for arbitrary space dimensions.
Remark 3. In contrast to the viscous approximations to conservations
laws, the relaxation system (1.1)(1.2) is in general a hyperbolic perturba-
tion of the conservation laws (1.3), and thus less dissipative. For example,
the relaxation system (1.5)(1.7) is equivalent to the scalar second order
hyperbolic equation
ut+f (u)x+g(u)y==(a1uxx+a2uyy&utt). (1.19)
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This characteristic feature of the relaxation approximation yields clear
advantages in designing high resolution numerical methods (see [JX]), but
also creats more difficulties in the rigorous analysis of the asymptotic
equivalence to the conservation laws. This is particularly so in the presence
of either shocks or boundaries (see [WX]). However, for smooth or small
waves, ChapmanEnskog type expansion shows that the leading order
asymptotic form of the relaxation system (1.5)(1.7) yields a dissipative
approximation to the conservation laws (1.4) provided that the sub-charac-
teristic condition (SC) holds (see [JX] and [Liu]). Indeed, the sub-charac-
teristic condition (SC) plays a crucial role in our stability analysis.
Remark 4. It should be noted that the Theorem shows that if the initial
deviation from a given planar shock profile is suitably small in the sense of
(1.17), then the corresponding solution to the relaxation problem approaches
the same planar shock profile time asymptotically without a phase shift,
independent of the initial excessive mass (u0(x, y)&U(x)) dx dy. This is
in contrast to the one dimensional stability theory (see [Liu] and [MN]).
For the one-dimensional theory, the deviation of the location of the shock
profile due to the initial perturbations, the shift in the phase of the shock
profile, is a time invariant which is determined a priorily by the initial
excessive mass thanks to the conservation laws in the relaxation system,
this is not case for the multi-dimensional relaxation problem. Indeed, for
the Cauchy problem (1.5)(1.7), and (1.9), the effective location of the
planar shock front, depending on both the initial deviation and the non-
linearity of g(u), is a dynamical variable which can not be determined a
priorily. Motivated strongly by the study of viscous shock profile of
Goodman ([Go]), the following approach will be used to determine the
effective location of the planar shock profile and derive the stability
estimates simultaneously. Let $=$( y, t) denote the effective phase shift in
the planar shock profile to be determined. Suppose that (u, v1 , v2)(x, y, t)
is a smooth solution to the problem (1.5)(1.7) and (1.9). Set
$( y, t)=&(u+&u&)&1 |

&
(u(x, y, t)&U(x)) dx.
Then
|

&
(u(x, y, t)&U(x+$)) dx=0
for all y, t. One then can decompose the solution (u, v1 , v2)(x, y, t) as
(u, v1 , v2)(x, y, t)=(U, V1 , V2)(x+$( y, t))+(.x , 1 , 2)(x, y, t).
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The program, then, is to derive the governing equations for the new
unknowns ((., 1 , 2)(x, y, t), $( y, t)) and estimate its solutions by suitable
energy method. It turns out that this governing system is hyperbolic with
damping thanks to the sub-characteristic condition (SC), see (CP)1(CP)2 .
The desired uniform estimates are then derived by exploiting the fact that the
planar shock profiles are compressive in the sense that (ddx) f $(U(x))<0.
There is extensive literature on the study of nonlinear stability of elemen-
tary waves for various approximations of conservation laws in the recent
years, see [Go], [Li], [SX] and [Liu] and the references therein. We
only mention few which is closely related to the present study. In one
dimensional case, the stability of viscous shock profiles for the general
systems has been proved in [Go1], [Li] and [SX]. In [Liu], Liu proved
the stability of shock profiles and rarefaction waves for a general 2_2
relaxation system in one dimension, and an L1 stability result of shock
profiles for the relaxation approximations (1.1)(1.2) of the scalar conser-
vation laws in one dimension was proved in [MN]. In multi-dimensional
case, the stability of shock profiles and rarefaction waves were proved for
the scalar viscous conservation laws by Goodman ([Go]) and Xin ([X])
respectively. Recently, the nonlinear stability of the planar rarefaction
waves for the relaxation system (1.5)(1.7) has been obtained in [Luo].
We conclude this introduction by outlining the rest of the paper. In
Section 2, we first normalize the nonlinear flux g(u) in the transversal
space direction by suitable coordinates transformation so that g(u) and its
derivatives are suitably small along the planar shock profile. The governing
equations for the deviations from the planar shock profile are then derived.
Section 3 contains the basic energy estimates on the deviations from the
planar shock profile. The estimates on higher order derivatives of the devia-
tions are given in Section 4. Finally, the Theorem is proved in Section 5.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND REFORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
One of the most important geometric properties of planar shock profiles
is the fact that they are compressive. To make use of this property, one
needs to integrate in x the conservation laws in the system governing the
deviations from the planar shock front, as in the one-dimensional theory.
To achieve this for the system (1.5)(1.7), we first normalize the equations
by the following transformation
(x$, y$, t$)=(x&st, y+k(x&st)&_t, t), (2.1)
(u^, v^1 , v^2)(x$, y$, t$)=(u, v1&su, v2+kv1&ksu&_u)(x, y, t), (2.2)
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where s is the shock speed,
k=&
g"(U(0))
f1"(U(0))
, and _=
g1(u+)&g1(u&)
u+&u&
is the mean transverse wave speed. Then the system (1.5)(1.7) is trans-
formed into
u^t$+v^1x$+v^2y$=0 (2.3)
v^1t$+(a1&s2) u^x$&2sv^1x$+[k(a1&s2)&s_] u^y$&(sk+_) v^1y$&sv2y$
=f1(u^)&v^1 (2.4)
v^2t$+[k(a1&s2)&s_] u^x$&(sk+_) v^1x$&sv^2x$
+(a2+k2(a1&s2)&_2&2sk_) u^y$&2(sk+_) v^2y$
=g1(u^)&v^2 , (2.5)
where
v^1=v1&su, v^2=kv1&ksu+v2&_u,
f1(u^)=f (u^)&su^, g1(u^)=g(u^)+kf1(u^)&_u^. (2.6)
In terms of these new notations, the system (1.11)(1.13) for the planar
shock profile takes the form
dV 1
dx$
=0 (2.6)
(a1&s2)
dU
dx$
=f1(U )&V 1 (2.7)
&s
dV 2
dx$
+[k(a1&s2)&_s]
dU
dx$
=g1(U )&V 2 , (2.8)
where
V 1(x$)=V1(x$)&sU(x$), (2.9)
V 2(x$)=kV1(x$)&ksU(x$)+V2(x$)&_U(x$) (2.10)
with (U(x$), V1(x$), V2(x$)) being the planar shock profile before the trans-
formation. We now list some of properties of the new fluxes functions f1(u^)
and g1(u^) which will be useful later.
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Lemma 1. The following properties hold for the new fluxes functions
( f1 , g1)(u^):
(i)
f1(u+)=f1(u&), | f1$(U )|O(1)(u&&u+). (2.11)
Therefore the planar shock profile is stationary in the new coordinates.
(ii)
g1(u+)=g1(u&), (2.12)
so that the mean transverse wave speed is zero in the new coordinates. We
also add a constant to g1 , which does not change the equations, to get
g1(u+)=g1(u&)=0.
(iii) g1(U ) is small along the planar shock profile in the sense that
there exists an absolute constant O(1) such that
| g1"(U(x$))|O(1)(u&&u+), | g$1(U(x$))|O(1)(u&&u+)2, (2.13)
and
| g1(U(x$))|O(1)(u&&u+) |U$(x)|. (2.14)
Proof of Lemma 1. The conclusions (2.11) and (2.12) follow from (2.6)
by a direct calculation. One thus needs only to verify (iii) in the lemma. To
this end, one notes first that U(x$) satisfies the equation
(a1&s2)
d 2U
dx$2
=
df1(U )
dx$
,
which follows from (2.6) and (2.7). Since the sub-characteristic condition
(SC) is satisfied at u=u\ , so the convexity of f (u) implies that a1&s2>0.
Hence U(x$) satisfies the same equation as the viscous stationary shock
profiles. So some of the elementary properties for the viscous shock profiles
apply to U(x$). In particular, one has that
d
dx$
f1(U(x$))<0, x$ # R1; (2.15)
c1&2 exp[&c2& |x$|]|U$(x$)|c3&2 exp[&c4 & |x$|], x$ # R1; (2.16)
|U(x$)&u&|c&&1 |U$(x$)|, x$<0; |U(x$)&u+|c&&1 |U(x$)|, x$>0;
(2.17)
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where and from now on, c, ci (i=1, 2, 3, 4) denote generic positive con-
stants. (iii) of the lemma now follows easily from this and a simple com-
putation. Indeed, the first inequality in (2.13) follows from the definition of
g1 and the fact that u+U(x$)u& due to (2.15). Next, (2.12) implies
that there exists u # (u+ , u&) such that g$1(u )=0. Hence, thanks to the
estimate on g1" ,
g$1 \u++u&2 +=g1"(%) \
u++u&
2
&u +c(u&&u+)2,
where % is a number between (u++u&)2 and u . Consequently,
| g$1(U(x$))|= } g$1 \u++u&2 ++g1"(%2) \U(x$)&
u++u&
2 + }
O(1)(u&&u+)2, (2.18)
which completes the proof of (2.13). Finally, one obtains from (2.18) that
g1(U(x$)=g$1(%3)(U(x$)&u&)
O(1)(u&&u+)2 (u&&U(x)). (2.19)
(2.19) combined with (2.17) yields the desired estimate (2.14). The proof of
the lemma is completed.
For the convenience of notations, we will use (x, y, t) to denote (x$, y$, t$)
and u for u^. One can then rewrite the system (2.3)(2.5) as
ut+v^1x+v^2y=0, (2.20)
v^1t+A1 ux&2sv^1x+b1uy&b2 v^1y&sv^2y=f1(u)& v^1 , (2.21)
v^2t+b1ux&b2 v^1x&sv^2x+A2 uy&2b2 v^2y=g1(u)&v^2 , (2.22)
where
A1=a1&s2 (2.23)
b1=k(a1&s2)&s_ (2.24)
b2=sk+_ (2.25)
A2=a2+k(a1&s2)&_2&2sk_. (2.26)
The initial datum (1.9) are transformed to
(u, v^1 , v^2)(x, y, t=0)=(u0 , v10&u0 , v20&v10+(&ks&_) u0)(x, y). (2.27)
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Let (U, V 1 , V 2)(x) be the planar shock profile satisfying (2.6)(2.10), and
(u, v^1 , v^2)(x, y, t) be the solution to the Cauchy problem (2.20)(2.22) with
initial data (2.27). We decompose the solution as
(u, v^1 , v^2)(x, y, t)=(U, V 1 , V 2)(x+$( y, t))+(.x , 1 , 2)(x, y, t), (2.28)
with $( y, t), the effective deviation of the location of the planar shock
profile, to be determined. Hence (., 1 , 2)(x, y, t) satisfies the following
equations
.xt+1x+U$$t+V $2$y+2y=0, (2.29)
1t&2s1x&b2 1y&s2y+b1U$$y&sV $2$y+A1 .xx+b1.xy
=f1(U+.x)&f1(U )&1 , (2.30)
and
2t&s2x&2b2 2y&b21x+V $2$t+A2U$$y&2b2V $2 $y+b1.xx+A2 .xy
=g1(U+.x)&g1(U )&2 . (2.31)
We reduce this hyperbolic system for (., 1 , 2) to scalar higher differen-
tial equation for . by differentiating (2.29), (2.30), and (2,31) with respect
to t, x and y respectively to get after simple manupulation that
.xxt&2s.xxt&2b2.xyt&A1.xxx&2b1.xxy&A2.xyy
+[ f1(U+.x)&f1(U )]x+g1(U+.x)y+.tx&U"F1&U$F2=0
(2.32)
with
F1=2s$t+2b1$y+2b2$y$t&$2t &A2$
2
y ,
F2=2b2 $yt&$t&$tt+A2$yy .
To derive the necessary equation for the phase shift $( y, t), we need a
careful decomposition of the term g1(U+.x)y in (2.32). To this end, we
rewrite g1(U+.x) as g1(U )+g$1(U) .x+r(U, .x) .2x so that
g1(U+.x)y=g1(U )x $y+( g$1(U ) .)xy&( g1"(U ) U$.)y+(r.2x)y . (2.33)
We now set
&g1"(U(x+$( y, t)) U$(x+$( y, t)) .(x, y, t)
=:( y, t) U$(x+$( y, t))+Vx(x .y, t), (2.34)
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and
r.2x=;( y, t) U$(x+$( y, t))+Wx (2.35)
with V and W in L2 . Now the integrability in x of (2.32) requires that
:y+;y&F2=0, (2.35)
which yields the desired equation for $( y, t)
$tt&A2 $yy+$t&2b2 $yt+:y+;y=0. (2.36)
Then one can integrate (2.32) over (&, x) to get
.tt&2s.xt&2b2 .yt&A1.xx&2b1.xy&A2.yy
+[ f1(U+.x)&f1(U )]+g1(U ) $y+( g$1(U ) .)y+:U$$y
+Vy+;U$$y+Wy+.t&U$F1=0. (2.37)
Now, we determine the initial data of . and $.
Since we require . # L2 , then we have
| [u0(x, y)&U(x+$( y, 0))] dx=0.
On the other hand, we have
| [U(x+$( y, 0))&U(x)] dx=$( y, 0)(u+&u&).
Thus
$( y, 0)=| [u0(x, y)&U(x)] dx(u+&u&)=: $0( y). (2.38)
We integrate (2.29) over (&, +), in view of the fact
V 2(\)=g1(u\)=0,
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we get
(u+&u&) $t+| 2y dx=0.
Hence $t( y, 0) is given by
$t( y, 0)=
+& [v^2(x, y, 0)&V 2(x, y, 0)]y
u+&u&
dx=: $1( y).
In addition, .(x, y, 0) is given by
.(x, y, 0)=|
x
&
[u0(z, y)&U(z+$( y, 0)] dz=: .0(x, y).
We have from (2.29) that
.t+1+(U&u&) $t+V 2$y+|
x
&
2y dz=0. (2.39)
Having $( y, 0) and $t( y, 0) in hand, .t(x, y, 0) can be given through
(2.30), i.e.,
.t(x, y, 0)=&(x, y, 0)&[U(x+$( y, 0))&u&] $t( y .0)
&V 2(x, y, 0) $y( y, 0)&|
x
&
2y(z, y, 0) dz
=: .1(x, y).
Therefore, our problem is reformulated to the following Cauchy problem:
(CP)
.tt&2s.xt&2b2.yt&A1 .xx&2b1.xy&A2.yy
+[ f1(U+.x)&f1(U )]+g1(U ) $y+( g$1(U ) .)y+:U$$y
+Vy+;U$$y+Wy+.t&U$F1=0. (CP)1
$tt&A2 $yy+$t&2b2 $yt+:y+;y=0. (CP)2
.(x, y,0)=.0(x, y), .t(x, y, 0)=.1(x, y), $( y, 0)=$0( y), $t( y, 0)=$1( y).
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3. BASIC ENERGY ESTIMATES
In this section, we establish the basic energy estimates.
Set
N(t)= sup
0{t
[&.( } , {)&23+&.x( } , {)&
2
3+&.t( } , {)&
2
2+&.xt( } , {)&
2
2
+&$( } , {)&23+&$t( } , {)&22]
+ sup
0{t
||
R2
|x| (.2x+.
2
xx+.
2
xy+.
2
xt)(x, y, {) dx dy, (3.1)
where & }&m denote the norm in the standard Sobolev space H m.
We will solve the Cauchy problem (CP) in the space
X(0, T )=[(., $) | (., .x) # C([0, T ], H 3(R2)) & C 1([0, T ], H 2(R2)),
$ # C([0, T ], H 3(R1)) & c1([0, T ], H 2(R1)), N(T )<].
for a given T>0.
In what follows, we always assume that N(T ) is small for any given
T>0. This assumption will be verified by the a priori estimates in Sect. 3
and Sect. 4, if the initial perturbation N(0) is sufficiently small. To derive
this a priori estimate, we need the following inequalities and lemmas.
At first, Sobolev’s lemma implies
sup
0tT
[|.( } , t)| 2C 1+|.x( } , t)|
2
C 1]O(1) N(T ), (3.2)
sup
0tT
[|$( } , t)| 2C 2+|$t( } , t)|
2
C 1]O(1) N(T ). (3.3)
Moreover, we have (see [X])
sup
y # R, t # [0, T ]
| (.2x+.2y)(x, y, t) dxN(T ), (3.4)
sup
y # R, t # [0, T ]
| |x| .2x(x, y, t) dxN(T ). (3.5)
The following three inequalites, which are important in our stability
analysis, are the implications of the subcharacteristic condition (SC).
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Lemma 3.1. Assume the subcharacteristic condition (SC) is satisfied at
the states u& and u+ , then
A1=a21&s
2>0, (3.6)
A2=a2+k2(a1&s2)&_2&2sk_>0, (3.7)
b21=(k(a1&s
2)&s_)2<A1A2 . (3.8)
holds for weak shock.
Proof. (3.6) is the direct conclusion of (SC). One needs thus only to
show (3.7) and (3.8). To this end, one set
sup
u # [u+ , u&]
( f $(u))2
a1
=k1 , sup
u # [u+ , u&]
( g$(u))2
a2
=k2 .
Since (SC) is satisfied at u& and u+ , thus, for weak shock, it holds
k1+k2<1. (3.9)
It follows from the CauchySchwarz inequality that
A2a2&\1+1&k2k2 + _2+k2 \a1&\1+
k2
1&k2+ s2+
=\a2& 1k2 _2++k2 \a1&
1
1&k2
s2+ . (3.10)
Obviously
a2&
1
k2
_20. (3.11)
On the other hand, we have s2k1 a1 , and then (3.9) implies that
a1&
1
1&k2
s2a1&
k1
1&k2
a1=
1&(k1+k2)
1&k2
a1>0. (3.12)
(3.10)(3.12) imply (3.7).
(3.8) can be verified as follows.
b21=k
2(a1&s2)2&2s_k(a1&s2)+s2_2,
A1 A2=(a1&s2)(a2&_2)+k2(a1&s2)2&2s_k(a1&s2).
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(3.9) implies
s2
a1
+
_2
a2
<1.
Thus
a1 a2>a2s2+a1_2
which implies
(a1&s2)(a2&_2)>s2_2.
(3.8) follows then.
To handle the waves in the transversal direction, we give some estimates
on :, ;, V and W, which are stated in the following Lemma. The proof of
this lemma can be found in [Go].
Lemma 3.2.
:2O(1) & | |U $| .2, (3.13)
|| V 2 dx dyK1 || .2(&U $) dx dyO(1) & || .2(&U $) dx dy, (3.14)
with
K1=4 sup
x
g1"(U(x)) |
+
&
|x| |U $| dxO(1) &, (3.15)
|| W 2 dx dyO(1) sup |r| 2 sup
y {| |x| .2x dx+&&1 | .2x dx= || .2x dx dy,
(3.16)
:2yO(1) &$
2
y | |U $| .2 dx+O(1) &2 | .2y dx, (3.17)
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| V 2y dxO(1) &2$2y | |U $| .2 dx+O(1) &3 | .2y dx
+O(1) &:2y+O(1) &
3:2, (3.18)
| ;2y dyO(1) || (.2x+.2xy) dx dy, (3.19)
|| W 2y dx dyO(1) || (.2x+.2xy) dx dy, (3.20)
|| (V 2yy+W 2yy) dx dyO(1) || ( |U $| .2+.2x+.2y+.2xy+.2xyy) dx dy.
(3.21)
Besides the above estimates, we need the following further results in our
case.
Lemma 3.3. If & is sufficiently small, then
(:y+;y)2
O(1) & \$2y+| .2y dx+
+O(1) \$2y | .2x dx+| .2xx dx | .2y dx+
+O(1) &&2 sup .2x | .2y dx | .2xx dx, (3.22)
|| (:yy+;yy)2 dy d{
O(1) & || ($2y+$2yy) dy d{+||| .2xy dx dy d{
+O(1) &&2 sup _| .2xy dx+| .2xx dx& ||| .2xy dx dy d{. (3.23)
Proof of Lemma 3.3. It follows from (2.33) and (2.34) that
:y+;y=
 g1(U+.x)y dx
u+&u&
. (3.24)
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Integration by parts gives
| g1(U+.x)y dx
=| g$1(U+.x) U $$y dx+| g$1(U+.x) .xy dx
=| g$1(U+.x) U $$y dx&| g1"(U+.x) U $.y dx
&| g1"(U+.x) .xx.y dx.
It follows from Holder’s inequality and the properties of g1 that
_| g$1(U+.x) U$$y dx&
2
| g$1(U+.x)2 |U$| $2y dx } | |U$| dx
O(1) | (( g$1(U ))2+.2x) |U$| $2y dx } | |U$| dx
O(1) &6$2y+O(1) &
2 | .2x dx } $2y , (3.25)
and
_| g1"(U+.x) U$.y dx&
2
O(1) | [( g1"(U ))2+.2x] |U $| .2y dx } | |U$| dx
O(1) &4 | .2y dx+O(1) &2 sup .2x | .2y dx, (3.26)
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_| g1"(U+.x) .xx .y dx&
2
| g1"(U+.x)2 .2xx dx } | .2y dx
O(1) | [( g1"(U ))2+.2x) .2xx dx } | .2x dx
O(1) &2 | .2xx } | .2y dx+sup .2x | .2y dx | .2xx dx. (3.27)
(3.22) follows from the above inequalities.
Differentiating (3.24) with respect to y, using the properties of g1 , we can
arrive at
|| (:yy+;yy)2 dy d{
O(1) & || ($2y+$2yy dy d{+O(1) &&2 sup | .2xy dx } ||| .2xy dx dy d{
+O(1) &&2 |
t
0
|
+
& _| g$1(U+.x) .xxy dx&
2
dy d{. (3.28)
On the other hand, integration by parts and the properties of g1 imply
_| g$1(U+.x) .xxy dx&
2
=_| .xy g1"(U+.x)(U$+.xx) dx&
2
O(1) | .2xy dx | (U$)2 dx+O(1) | .2xx dx } | .2xy dx
O(1) &2 | .2xy dx+O(1) | .2xx dx } | .2xy dx. (3.29)
(3.28) and (3.29) implies (3.23)
Hereafter, we use O(1) denote a generic positive constant independent
of t, and use & }& denote the norm in L2. The symbol  will stand for the
triple integral over [0, t]_R2 unless otherwise stated.
The basic energy estimate will be followed by the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 3.4. If & and &&2N(T ) are sufficiently small, then
&.( } , t)&21+&.t( } , t)&2
+|
t
0
[&.x&2+&.y&2+&.t&2+& |U$| 12 .&2] d{
&.( } , 0)&21+&.t( } , 0)&
2+O(1) & |
t
0
| F 21 dy d{
+O(1) sup _| |x| .2x dx+&&1 | .2x dx&
12
||| .2yt dx dy d{, (3.30)
for 0tT.
Proof. Multiplying (CP)1 by . and .t respectively, intergrating the
resulting equations over [0, t]_R2 for 0tT gives
|| (..t+ 12 .2)(x, y, t) dx dy+||| [A1.2x+A2.2y&.2t ] dx dy d{
+||| [ f1(U+.x)&f1(U )] . dx dy d{
+||| [ g1(U ) $y.&g$1(U ) ..y+:U $$y.
&V.y+;U$$y.&W.u&U$F1 .] dx dy d{
+||| (2s.t.x+2b2.y.t+2b1.x.y) dx dy d{
=|| ..t(x, y, 0) dx dy+ 12&.( } , 0)&2 (3.31)
and
|| \12 .2t +
A1
2
.2x+
A2
2
.2y+b1.x .y+ (x, y, 0) dx dy+||| .2t dx dy d{
+||| [ f1(U+.x)&f1(U )] .t dx dy d{
+||| [ g1(U ) $y+( g$1(U ) .)y+:U$$y
+Vy+;U$$y+Wy&U$F1] .t dx dy d{
=|| \12 .2t +
A1
2
.2x+
A2
2
.2y+b1.x.y+ (x, y, 0) dx dy. (3.32)
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We perform (3.31)+(3.32)_* with a positive number *. Then we
estimate each term arising from the resulting equation. We write
f1(U+.x)&f1(U )=f1$(U ) .x+q(U, .x) .2x , (3.33)
where |q(U, .x)|O(1).
( f1$(U ) .x) .=( 12 f1$(U ) .
2)x&
1
2 f1"(U ) U $.
2. (3.34)
Since U$<0, (1.8) implies
&
1
2
f1"(U ) U$.2
a
2
(&U $) .2=
a
2
|U$| .2. (3.35)
Thus
||| ( f1(U+.x)&f1(U )) . dx dy d{

a
2 ||| |U$| .
2 dx dy d{&O(1) sup |.| ||| .2x dx dy d{. (3.36)
In view of (2.13) and (2.14),
} ||| g1(U ) $y. dx dy d{ }
O(1) & ||| |U$| .2 dx dy d{+O(1) & || |U$| dx | $2y dy d{
O(1) & ||| |U$| .2 dx dy d{+O(1) &2 || $2y dy d{. (3.37)
Since | g1"(U )|O(1) &,
} ||| g$1(U ) ..y dx dy d{ }
= } ||| g$1(U )( 12.2)y dx dy d{ }
=||| 12 g1"(U ) U$$y.2 dx dy d{ }
O(1) & ||| |U$| .4 dx dy d{+O(1) & || |U$| dx | $2y dy d{
O(1) & sup |.2| ||| |U$| .2 dx dy d{+O(1) &2 || $2y dy d{. (3.38)
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The CauchySchwarz inequality gives
} ||| :U$$y. dx dy d{ }
sup|:| ||| |U$| .2 dx dy d{+O(1) & sup |:| || $2y dy d{. (3.39)
We have from (3.13) that
:2O(1) &2 | .2 dxO(1) &2 || .2 dx dy+O(1) &2 || .2x dx dy
O(1) &2N(T ), (3.40)
while (3.14) implies
} ||| (&V.y | )\||| V 2+
12
\||| .2y+
12
O(1) &12 ||| |U$| .2+O(1) &12 ||| .2y .
Similar to (3.37), it holds that
} ||| ;U$$y. dx dy d{ }
sup ;2 ||| |U$| .2 dx dy d{+O(1) & || $2y dy d{. (3.41)
In view of (3.16) and the CauchySchwarz inequality,
} |||&W.y dx dy d{ }
O(1) sup _| |x| .2x dx+&&1 | .2x dx&
12
||| .2x dx dy d{
+O(1) sup _| |x| .2x dx+&&1 | .2x dx&
12
||| .2y dx dy d{, (3.42)
} ||| (&U$) F1 . dx dy d{ }

a
4 ||| |U$| .
2 dx dy d{+O(1) & || F 21 dy d{. (3.43)
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Since f1(U+.x)&f1(U )=f1$(U) .x+q.2x , and (2.11), we get
* } ||| [ f1(U+.x)&f1(U )] .t dx dy d{ }
O(1) \&2+sup |.x |+ ||| (.2x+.2t ) dx dy d{. (3.44)
By virtue of (2.13) and (2.14),
* } ||| g1(U ) $y.t dx dy d{ }
O(1) & \||| .2t dx dy d{+|| $2y dy {+ . (3.45)
Using the properties of g1 , we get
* } ||| ( g$1(U ) .)y .t dx dy d{ }
= } ||| ( g1"(U ) U$$y..t+g$1(U ) .y .t) dx dy d{
O(1) & ||| (.2t +.2y) dx dy d{+O(1) & ||| |U$| .2 dx dy d{
+O(1) & sup |$2y | ||| .2t dx dy d{, (3.46)
* } ||| :U$$y.t dx dy d{ }
O(1) & ||| .2t dx dy d{+O(1) ||| |U$| :2$2y dx dy d{
O(1) & ||| .2t dx dy d{+O(1) || |U$| dx | :2$2y dy d{
O(1) & ||| .2t dx dy d{+O(1) & sup $2y || :2 dy d{.
We have from (3.13) that
| :2 dyO(1) & || |U$| .2 dx dy. (3.47)
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Hence,
* } ||| :U$$y.t dx dy d{ }
O(1) & ||| .2t dx dy d{+O(1) &2 sup $2y ||| |U$| .2 dx dy d{. (3.48)
(3.17) and (3.18) imply
}* ||| Vy.t dx dy d{ }
O(1) \||| V 2y+
12
\||| .2t +
12
O(1) & sup $2y ||| |U$| .2+O(1) & ||| .2y+O(1) & ||| .2t , (3.49)
}* ||| ;U$$y.t }
O(1) ||| |U$| ;2$2y+O(1) & ||| .2t
O(1) & sup ;2 || $2y dy d{+O(1) & ||| .2t
O(1) &&1 sup \| .2x dx+
2
|| $2y dy d{+O(1) & ||| .2t . (3.50)
The CauchySchwarz inequality and (3.16) imply
}* ||| Wy.t }
= } * ||| W.ty }* \||| W 2+
12
\||| .2ty+
12
O(1) sup _| |x| .2x dx+&&1 | .2x dx&
12
||| .2x dx dy d{
+O(1) sup _| |x| .2x dx+&&1 | .2x dx&
12
||| .2yt dx dy d{, (3.51)
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}* ||| U$F1.t }
O(1) & ||| .2t +O(1) |
t
0
| |U$| dx | F 21 dy
O(1) & ||| .2t O(1) & || F 21 dy d{. (3.52)
It follows from the CauchySchwarz inequality that
|2b1.x.y |
|b1 |
- A1A2
} A1 .2x+
|b1 |
- A1A2
} A2 .2y ,
|2s.t .x |
1
2
B1.2x+2
s2
B1
.2t ,
|2b2.y .t |
1
2
B2.2y+2
b22
B2
.2t ,
where
B1=\1& |b1 |- A1A2+ A1
B2=\1& |b1 |- A1A2+ A2 .
Then (3.8) implies B1>0 and B2>0. Thus, the above inequalities give us
A1.2x+A2 .
2
y+(*&1) .
2
t +2s.t.x+2b2 .t.y+2b1.x.y

1
2
B1 .2x+
1
2
B2.2y+\*&1&2s
2
B1
&
2b22
B2 + .2t . (3.53)
We take *=2+4s2B1+4b22B2 . Noting the fact *>1 and b
2
1<A1 A2 , we
have
..t+
1
2
.2+
*
2
.2t +
*A1
2
.2x+
*A2
2
.2y+*b1.x.y
O(1)(.2+.2t +.
2
x+.
2
y) (3.54)
for a positive constant O(1).
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Lemma 3.4 follows from the above estimates.
We turn to the estimates about $.
Lemma 3.5.
| [$2+$2y+$2t ]( y, t) dy+|| ($2y+$2t ) dy d{
O(1) | [$2+$2y+$2t ]( y, 0) dy
+&12 ||| |U$| .2 dx dy d{+O(1) &&2 sup | .2x dx } ||| .2x d dy d{
+O(1)(&2+sup .2x) ||| .2y dx dy d{
+O(1) \sup | .2y dx+&&2 sup | .2y dx } sup .2x+ ||| .2xx dx dy d{,
(3.55)
if sup  .2x dx, & are small enough.
Proof. Multiply (CP)2 by $ and $t respectively, and integrate the
resulting equations, to get
|
+
&
($$t+ 12$
2)( y, t) dy+A2 |
t
0
|
+
&
$2y dy d{&|
t
0
|
+
&
$2t dy d{
+2b2 |
t
0
|
+
&
$y$t dy d{+|
t
0
|
+
&
(:y+;y) $ dy d{
=|
&
&
($$t+ 12$
2)( y, 0) dy (3.56)
and
|
+
& \
1
2
$2t +
A2
2
$2y+ ( y, t) dy+|
t
0
|
+
&
$2t dy d{+|
t
0
|
+
&
(:y+;y) $t dy d{
=|
+
& \
1
2
$2t +
A2
2
$2y+ ( y, 0) dy. (3.57)
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We estimate each term arising from the equation (3.56)+(3.57)_*1 with
a positive number *1 as follows.
} || :y$ dy d{ }
= } || :$y dy d{ }
O(1) &12 ||| |U$| .2 dx dy d{+O(1) &12 || $2y dy d{, (3.58)
} || ;y$ dy d{ }
= } || ;$y dy d{ }
O(1) &&2 sup | .2x dx } ||| .2x dx dy d{+
A2
4 || $
2
y dy d{, (3.59)
}2b2 || $y$t dy d{ }

A2
4 || $
2
y dy d{+4
|b2 |
A2 || $
2
t dy d{. (3.60)
Thus, if we take *1 suitably large, (3.55) follows from the above estimates,
with the help of (3.22).
If we assemble all the obtained estimates together, we arrive at:
Lemma 3.6. If & and &&2N(T ) are sufficiently small, then
&.( } , t)&21+&.t( } , t)&2+&$( } , t)&21+&$t( } , t)&2
+|
t
0
(&.x&2+&.y&2+&.t&2+& |U$| 12 .&2+&$y&2+&$t &2) d{
O(1) &.( } , 0)&21+&.t( } , 0)&2+&$( } , 0)&21+&$t( } , 0)&2
+O(1) sup _| |x| .2x dx+&&2 | .2x dx&
12
||| .2ty dx dy d{
+O(1) sup _| .2y dx+&&2 sup .2x } | .2y dx& ||| .2xx dx dy d{,
0tT. (3.61)
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4. HIGH ESTIMATES
In this section we will establish the energy estimates on the higher order
derivatives of . and $, this will yield a time uniform estimates on . and
$ with which we can obtain the global existence of solutions by a standard
continuity argument. These estimates will be derived by making use of the
basic estimates (3.61). We will show, by the following lemmas, that if the
initial pertubation is small enough, then the assumptions made in deriving
(3.61) are true.
Lemma 4.1. If &&2N(T ) and & are sufficiently small, it holds
&.xt( } , t)&2+&.xx( } , t)&2+&.xy( } , t)&2+&$yy( } , t)&2+&$yt( } , t)&2
+|
t
0
(&.xt &2+&.xx&2+&.xy&2+&$yy&2+&$yt&2) d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1)(1+&&2) N(T )]12 ||| .2ty dx dy d{ (4.1)
0tT.
Proof. Multiplying (2.32) by .x and .xt respectively, we get
|| (.x.xt+ 12.2x+2b2 .y.xx)(x, y, t) dx dy
+||| (A1.2xx+A2.2xy) dx dy d{&||| .2xt dx dy d{
+||| [ f1(U+.x)&f1(U )]x.x+g1(U+.x)y.x] dx dy d{
+||| [2s.xx.xt+2b2.xy .xt+2b1.xx .xy] dx dy d{
&||| [U"F1.x+U$F2.x] dx dy d{
=|| (.x.xt+ 12.2x+2b2.y.xx)(x, y, 0) dx dy, (4.2)
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and
|| \12.2xt+
A1
2
.2xx+
A2
2
.2xy+b1 .xx.xy+ (x, y, t) dx dy
+||| .2xt dx dy d{
+||| [ f1(U+.x)&f1(U )]x.xt+g1(U+.x)y.xt] dx dy d{
&||| [U"F1.xt+U$F2.xt] dx dy d{
=|| \12 .2xt+
A1
2
.2xx+
A2
2
.2xy+b1 .xx.xy+ (x, y, 0) dx dy. (4.3)
With a similar approach as in Section 3, and by making use of (3.61), we
can arrive at
&.xt( } , t)&2+&.xx( } , t)&2+&.xy( } , t)&2
+|
t
0
(&.xt &2+&.xx&2+&.xy &2) d{
O(1) & || ($2yt+$2tt+$2yy) dy d{
+O(1)[(1+&&2) N(T )]12 ||| .2ty dx dy d{
+&.( } , 0)&22+&.t( } , 0)&
2
1+&$( } , 0)&
2
1+&$t( } , 0)&
2, (4.4)
if &&2N(T ) and & are sufficiently small.
In view of (CP)2 and (3.61), we can control the term  $2tt dy d{, and get
&.xt( } , t)&2+&.xx( } , t)&2+&.xy( } , t)&2
+|
t
0
(&.xt&2+&.xx&2+&.xy&2) d{
O(1) & || ($2yt+$2yy) dy d{
+O(1)[(1+&&2) N(T )]12 ||| .2ty dx dy d{+&.( } , 0)&22
+&.t( } , 0)&21+&$( } , 0)&
2
1+&$t( } , 0)&
2, 0tT. (4.5)
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Differentiating (CP)2 with respect to y, and multiplying the resulting equa-
tion with $y and $yt respectively, a similar approach as in Sect. 3 and (3.61)
lead to
| ($2yy+$2yt)( y, t) dy+|| ($2yy+$2yt) dy d{
O(1) } || (:yy+;yy)($y+$yt) dy d{ }
+O(1)[(1+&&2) N(T )]12 ||| .2ty dx dy d{
+O(1)(&$( } , 0)&21+&$t( } , 0)&
2+&.( } , 0)&22+&.t( } , 0)&
2
1). (4.6)
Integration by parts gives
} || (:yy+;yy) $y dy d{ }= } || (:y+;y) $yy dy d{ } . (4.7)
(3.22), (3.23) and the above arguments imply (4.1).
We turn to the estimates on the weighted energy.
Lemma 4.2. If &&2N(T ) and & are small enough, then
|| [\.2x+\.2xx+\.2xy+\.2xt](x, y, t) dx dy
+||| [\.2xx+\.2xy+\.2xt] dx dy d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1)(1+&&2) N(T )]12 ||| .2ty dx dy d{, (4.8)
for 0tT, where \=- 1+x2.
Proof. The fact \(x)|x|, |\$(x)|1 will be used in the following.
Multiply (2.32) with \.x and \.xt respectively.
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The integration by parts implies
|| [\(x) .xt.x+s\$(x) .2x+b2 \$(x) .x.y+ 12 \(x) .2x](x, y, t) dx dy
+||| (A1 \.2xx+A2 \.2xy&\.2xt) dx dy d{
+||| (A1 \$.xx .x&b2 \$.y.xt) dx dy d{
+2b1 ||| \.xx .xy dx dy d{
+||| [( f1(U+.x)&f1(U ))x+g1(U+.x)y] \.x dx dy d{
+||| (U$F1 \$.x+U$F1 \.xx&U$F2 \.x) dx dy d{
=|| [ \(x) .xt.x+s\$(x) .2x+b2 \$(x) .x.y+ 12 \(x) .2x](x, y, 0) dx dy,
(4.9)
and
|| {12 \.2xt+
A1
2
\.2xx+
A2
2
\.2xy+b1 \.xx .xy= (x, y, t) dx dy
+||| \.2xt dx dy d{+||| ( f1(U+.x)&f1(U ))x \.xt dx dy d{
+||| g1(U+.x)y \.xt dx dy d{&||| (U"F1+U$F2) \.xt dx dy d{
+||| \$(s.2xt+A1.xx.xt+b1 .xt.xy) dx dy d{
=|| {12 \.2xt+
A1
2
\.2xx+
A2
2
\.2xy+b1 \.xx.xy= (x, y, 0) dx dy.
(4.10)
We estimate some terms appearing in the equation (4.9)+(4.10)_+ with
a positive number +.
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At first, we have
||| ( f1(U+.x)&f1(U ))x \.x
=||| ( f1$(U+.x)&f1$(U )) U$\.x+||| f1$(U+.x) .xx \.x . (4.11)
Since
| |U$| \ dxO(1), (4.12)
and
sup | .2x dy|| (.2x+.2xx) dx dy,
it is readily to show
} ||| ( f1$(U+.x)&f1$(U )) U$\.x }
O(1) |
t
0
sup
x
| .2x dy } | |U$| \ dx
O(1) ||| (.2x+.2xx) dx dy d{, (4.13)
and
} ||| f1$(U+.x) .xx \.x }= } ||| f1$(U+.x) \( 12 .2x)x }
 } ||| 12.2x[ f1"(U+.x)(U$+.xx) \ }
+ } ||| 12.2x f $1(U+.x) \$ } . (4.14)
Similar to (4.13),
} ||| 12.2x f1"(U+.x) U$\ }O(1) ||| (.2x+.2xx), (4.15)
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} ||| 12.2x.xx \f1"(U+.x) }
= } ||| ( 16.3x)x \f1"(U+.x) }
= } ||| 16.3x[ f1$$$(U+.x)(U$+.xx) \+f1"(U+.x) \$] }
O(1) ||| (.2x+.2xx)+O(1) ||| | 16.3x.xx \ |. (4.16)
We estimates the last term on the RHS of (4.16) as follows.
The CauchySchwarz inequality implies that
O(1) ||| | 16 .3x .xx \|
4 ||| \.2xx+O(1) 4&1 sup |.2x | ||| \.4x , (4.17)
where 4 is an arbitrary positive number, which will be chosen later.
Sobolev’s lemma implies
||| \.4x| sup
y
| \.2x dx } | .2x dy d{
| \| ( \.2x+\.2xy) dx dy+ } | .2x dy d{
|
t
0 \|| ( \.2x+\.2xy) dx dy+ } \|| (.2x+.2x) dx dy+ d{
O(1) N(T ) ||| (.2x+.2xy) dx dy d{. (4.18)
Thus, combining the above estimates, we get
} ||| ( f1(U+.x)&f1(U ))x \.x }
O(1)(1+4&1 sup |.x | N(T )) ||| (.2x+.2xx)+4 ||| \.2xx . (4.19)
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Obviously
} ||| g1(U+.x)y \.x dx dy d{
= } ||| [ g$1(U+.x) U$$y \.x+g$1(U+.x) \( 12 .2x)y] dx dy d{. (4.20)
We estimate each term as follows.
} ||| g$1(U+.x) U$\.x dx dy d{ }
O(1) ||| \2 |U$| 2 $2y+O(1) ||| .2x
=O(1) || \2 |U$| 2 dx | $2y dy d{+O(1) ||| .2x
O(1) || $2y dy d{+O(1) ||| .2x dx dy d{, (4.21)
where the fact  |U$| \2 dxO(1) is used.
Similar to (4.13)(4.19),
} ||| g$1(U+.x) \( 12 .2x)y }
= } ||| g1"(U+.x)(U$+.xy) \ 12 .2x }
O(1) |
t
0
sup
y
| |U$| \ dx+\| .2x dy+ d{
+O(1) } ||| g1"(U+.x) 16 (.3x)y }
O(1)(1+4&11 sup |.
2
x | ) N(T ) ||| (.2x+.2xy)+41 ||| \.2xy , (4.22)
where 41 is an arbitrary positive number which can be determined later.
By making use the fact of  |U$| \2 dxO(1) and |U"|=| f $(U ) U$
(a1&s2)|O(1) |U$|, we get
||| U"F1 \.x |O(1) ||| .2x+O(1) || ($2t +$2y) dy d{, (4.23)
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and
} ||| U$F2 \.x }
O(1) ||| .2x+O(1) || ($2yt+$2t +$2yy+$2tt) dy d{. (4.24)
In view of (CP)2 , (3.22) and (3.61), we have
|| $2tt dy d{O(1) || ($2yy+$2t +$2yt+(:y+;y)2) dy d{
O(1) || $2y dy d{+O(1) ||| (.2xx+.2y) dx dy d{. (4.25)
We continue to estimate some terms in (4.10).
At first
} ||| ( f1(U+.x)&f1(U ))x \.xt }
= } ||| ( f1$(U+.x)&f1$(U )) U$\.xt+f1$(U+.x) .xx \xt } . (4.26)
On the other hand, the fact |U$| \(x)O(1) gives us
} ||| ( f1$(U+.x)&f1$(U )) U$\.xt }O(1) ||| |U$\| |.x | |.xt |
O(1) ||| (.2x+.2xt). (4.27)
If we write f1$(U+.x) as f1$(U )+O(1) .x . The fact | f1$(U )|O(1) & leads
to
||| f1$(U+.x) \.xx.xt |O(1)(&+sup |.x | ) ||| ( \.2xx+\.2xt), (4.28)
and the above inequalites imply
} ||| ( f1(U+.x)&f1(U ))x \.xt }
O(1)(&+sup |.x | ) ||| ( \.2xx+\.2xt)+O(1) ||| .2x . (4.29)
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Similarly,
} ||| ( g1(U+.x)y \.xt }
= } ||| g$1(U+.x)(U$$y+.xy) \.xt }
O(1) || $2y dy d{+O(1)(&+sup |.x | ) ||| ( \.2xy+\.2xt). (4.30)
It is easy to check
} ||| U"F1 \.xt }O(1) ||| .2xt+O(1) || ($2t +$2y), (4.31)
} ||| U$F2 \.xt }O(1) ||| .2xt+O(1) || ($2t +$2yy+$2yt). (4.32)
Assembling all the estimates above, and choosing 4, 41 suitably small and
+ suitably large, we can get (4.8).
With the same approach as in [Go], we can get
|| (V 2yy+W 2yy) dx dyO(1) || ( |U$| .2+.2x+.2y+.2xy+.2xyy) dx dy.
(4.33)
With the help of (4.33), (3.19) and (3.20), we can bound  .2yy and
 .2ty dx dy d{ by differentiating (CP)1 with respect to y, and the multi-
plying the resulting equation with .y and .ty , respectively, namely,
|| (.2yt+.2xy+.2yy)(x, y, t) dx dy+||| (.2yy+.2yt) dx dy d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1) ||| .2xyy dx dy d{. (4.34)
If we assemble all the estimates obtained so far together, we can arrive
at:
Proposition 4.1. If &&2N(T ) and & are sufficiently small, then for
0tT,
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&.( } , t)&22+&.t( } , t)&
2
1+&$( } , t)&
2
2+&$t( } , t)&
2
1
+||
R2
|x|(.2x+.
2
xx+.
2
xy+.
2
xt)(x, y, t) dx dy
+|
t
0
(& |U$| 12 .&2+&.x&21+&.y &
2
1+&.t&
2
1+&$y&
2
1+&$t&
2
1) d{
+||| |x|(.2xx+.2xy+.2xt) dx dy d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1) ||| .2xyy dx dy d{. (4.35)
The next step is to get the estimate of some of the third derivatives and
close the energy estimates.
Differentiate (2.32) with respect to x and multiply the resulting equation
by .xx , .xxt , and integrate by parts to get, with the help of (3.61) and
(4.1), to get
|| (.2xx+.2xxt+.2xxx+.2xxy)(x, y, t) dx dy
+||| (.2xxx+.2xxt+.2xxy) dx dy d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1)((1+&&2) N(T ))12 ||| .2yt dx dy d{. (4.36)
Differentiate (CP)1 with respect to x, after then, differentiate the resulting
equation with respect to y again, multiply this final equation by .xy and
.xyt respectively, integrate by parts, and use the estimates (3.61) and (4.1),
to obtain
|| (.2xy+.2txy+.2xxy+.2xyy)(x, y, t) dx dy
+||| (.2txy+.2xyy) dx dy d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1) ||| (Vxyy+Wxyy)2 dx dy d{
+O(1)((1+&&2) N(T ))12 ||| .2yt dx dy d{. (4.37)
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When we establish the estimates (4.36) and (4.37), we do not use the
estimates (4.34) and (4.35), because there is no term  .2yy dx dy d{
appear. We must pay attention to the second term on the RHS of (4.37).
Differentaite (2.34), (2.35) with respect to y twice, with a similar argu-
ment as in [Go], to get
||| (Vxyy+Wxyy)2 dx dy d{
O(1) ||| ( |U$| .2+|D.| 2+|D2.| 2) dx dy d{
+O(1) N(T ) ||| .2xyy dx dy d{
+O(1) || ((:y+;y)2+(:yy+;yy)2) dy d{, (4.38)
where D.=(.x , .y), D2.=(.xx , .xy , .yy).
Thus, (4.35)(4.38) and the GauchySchwarz inequality lead to
|| (.2xx+.2txx+.2txy+.2xxx+.2xxy+.2xyy)(x, y, t) dx dy
+||| (.2txx+.2txy+.2xxx+.2xxy+.2xyy) dx dy d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1)((1+&&2) N(T ))12 ||| .2yt dx dy d{. (4.39)
Combinating (4.35) with (4.39) leads to the following estimate.
Proposition 4.2. If & and &&2N(T ) are sufficiently small, then it holds
that
&.( } , t)&22+&.x( } , t)&
2
2+&.t( } , t)&
2
1+&.xt( } , t)&
2
1
+&$( } , t)&22+&$t( } , t)&21
+|| |x|(.2x+.2xx+.2xy+.2xt) dx dy
+|
t
0
(& |U$| 12 .&2+&.x&22+&.y&
2
1+&.t&
2
1+&.tx&
2
1+&$y&
2
1+&$t&
2
1) d{
O(1) N(0), 0tT. (4.40)
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We estimate the terms  .2yyy dx dy and  .
2
tyy dx dy d{ now. Differen-
tiate (CP)1 with respect to y twice, and multiply the resulting equation by
.yy and .tyy respectively, with a similar approach as we have used, and use
(4.40), to get
|| (.2tyy+.2yyy)(x, y, t) dx dy+||| (.2tyy+.2yyy) dx dy d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1) ||| (Vyyy+Wyyy)2 dx dy d{
+O(1) || ((:yyy+;yyy)2+$2yyy+$2yyt) dy d{. (4.41)
Differentiating (CP)2 with respect to y twice, and multiplying the resulting
equation by $yy and $tyy respectively, we also get
| ($2tyy+$2yyy)( y . t) dy+|| ($2tyy+$2yyy) dy d{
O(1) || (:yyy+;yyy)2 dy d{+O(1) N(0). (4.42)
Just as (3.23), by virtue of (4.40), we can show that
|| (:yyy+;yyy)2 dy d{O(1) & || $2yyy dy d{+O(1) N(0). (4.43)
Thus
| ($2tyy+$2yyy)( y .t) dy+|| ($2tyy+$2yyy) dy d{O(1) N(0), (4.44)
if & and &&2N(T ) are sufficiently small.
Similar to (3.21),
||| (V 2yyy+W 2yyy) dx dy d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1) ||| |D3.x | 2 dx dy d{, (4.45)
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where D3 is the third derivatives with respect to x, y. Thus, if &&2N(T ) and
& are sufficiently small, we have
|| (.2tyy+.2yyy)(x, y, t) dx dy+|||+(.2tyy+.2yyy) dx dy d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1) ||| |D3.x | 2 dx dy d{. (4.46)
In what follows, we establish some estimates of D3.x .
Differentiate (2.32) with respect to x twice, and multiply the resulting
equation by .xxx and .txxx respectively, by virtue of (4.40), to get
|| (.2xxx+.2xxxt+.2xxxx+.2xxxy)(x, y, t) dx dy
+||| (.2xxxt+.2xxxx+.2xxxy) dx dy d{
O(1) N(0), (4.47)
if &&2N(T ) and & are small.
Differentiate (2.32) with respect to x and y, and multiply the resulting equa-
tion by .xxy and .txxy respectively, by virute of (4.40) and (4.44), to obtain
|| (.2xxy+.2xxyt+.2xxxy+.2xxyy)(x, y, t) dx dy
+||| (.2xxyt+.2xxxy+.2xxyy) dx dy d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1) & || ($2yyy+$2yyt) dy d{O(1) N(0). (4.48)
if &&2N(T ) and & are small.
Differentiate (CP)1 with respect to x, and then with respect to y twice,
and multiply the resulting equation by .xyy and .txyy respectively, by virtue
of (4.40) and (4.44), to get
|| (.2xyy+.2xyyt+.2xxyy+.2xyyy)(x, y, t) dx dy
+||| (.2xyyt+.2xxyy+.2xyyy) dx dy d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1) ||| (Vxyyy+Wxyyy)2 dx dy d{. (4.49)
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Just as (4.34),
||| (Vxyyy+Wxyyy)2 dx dy d{
O(1) N(0)+O(1) N(T ) ||| .2xyyy dx dy d{. (4.50)
Assembling all the estimates together, we get
|| ( |D3.x | 2+|D2.tx | 2+.2yyy+.2tyy)(x, y, t) dx dy
+||| ( |D3.x | 2+|D2.tx | 2+.2yyy+.2tyy) dx dy d{
O(1) N(0). (4.51)
The estimates we obtain so far yield the following time-uniform estimate
Proposition 4.3. If & and &&2N(T ) are sufficiently small, then it holds
that
&.( } , t)&23+&.t( } , t)&
2
2+&.x( } , t)&
2
3+&.xt( } , t)&
2
2
+&$( } , t)&23+&$t( } , t)&
2
2
+|| |x|(.2x+.2xx+.2xy+.2xt)(x, y, t) dx dy
+|
t
0
(& |U$| 12 .&2+&.x&23+&.y &22+&.t&22+&.xt&22) d{
+|
t
0
(&$y&22+&$t &
2
2) d{
O(1) N(0), 0tT, (4.52)
if &&2N(T ) and & are small.
5. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1 with the help of time-uniform
estimate (4.52).
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In fact, if the initial perturbation N(0) is small enough, then (4.52) is true
a little longer and hence forever. This is a form of continuous induction
which is given fully in [Go1] and in many other places.
The smallness of N(0) can be ensured by the assumptions in Theorem 1.1
(see [Go]).
According to the embedding theorem H 3(R2)/C 1(R2), H 2(R2)/
C 0(R2) and H 3(R1)/C 2(R1), we have .x( } , t) # C 1(R2), .xt( } , t) # C 0(R2),
$( } , t) # C 2(R1) and $t( } , t) # C 1(R1) for all t0. Then u( } , t) # C 1(R2),
ut( } , t) # C 0(R2).
We can prove the asymptotic stability now.
Since
|
+
0
|| .2x(x, y, t) dx dy dt<+, (5.1)
and
|
+
0 }
d
dt || .
2
x(x, y, t) dx dy } dt
=|
+
0 } || 2.x.xt(x, y, t) dx dy } dt
|
t
0
|| (.2x+.2xt)(x, y, t) dx dy dt<+, (5.2)
then
||
R2
.2x(x .y, t) dx dy  0 (5.3)
as t  +. Similarly, we have
||
R2
(.2xy+.
2
xx)(x, y, t) dx dy  0, (5.4)
as t  +.
On the other hand,
sup
(x, y) # R2
|.x(x, y, t)| 2
_||R2 (.2x+.2xy)(x, y, t) dx dy&
12
_||R2 (.2xx+.2xxy)(x, y, t) dx dy&
12
(5.5)
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In fact, for any x # R1,
.2x(x, y, t)
=|
x
&
2.x.xx(z, y, t) dz
2 _|
+
&
.2x(x, y, t) dx&
12
_|
+
&
.2xx(x, y, t) dx&
12
_||R2 (.2x+.2xy)(x, y, t) dx dy&
12
_||R2 (.2xx+.2xxy)(x, y, t) dx dy&
12
.
Since R2(.2xx+.
2
xxy)(x, y, t) dx dy is bounded uniformly with respect to t,
then (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) imply
sup
(x, y) # R2
|.x(x, y, t)|  0, (5.6)
as t  +.
The same argument leads to
sup
(x, y) # R2
( |.xx(x, y, t)|+|.xy(x, y, t)| )  0 (5.7)
as t  +.
With the same argument as above, we arrive at
sup
y # R1
|$( y, t)|  0, (5.8)
as t  +.
Because .x(x, y, t)=u(x, y, t)&U(x+$( y, t)), then (5.3), (5.6) and (5.8)
imply
sup
(x, y) # R2
|u(x, y, t)&U(x)|  0 (5.9)
as t  +.
Recall the transformation fo the coordinates, (5.9) is
sup
(x$, y$) # R2
|u(x$, y$, t$)&U(x$)|  0 (5.10)
as t$+.
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In our original coordinates, (5.10) means
sup
(x, y) # R2
|u(x, y, t)&U(x&st)|  0 (5.11)
as t  +.
The same arguments result in
sup
(x, y) # R2
|ux(x, y, t)&U$(x&st)|  0, sup
(x, y) # R2
|uy(x, y, t)|  0 (5.12)
as t  +.
Now, if we let
p(x, y, t)=u(x, y, t)&U(x&st),
p1(x, y, t)=v1(x, y, t)&V1(x&st),
p2(x, y, t)=v2(x, y, t)&V2(x&st)
then
pt+p1x+p2y=0, (5.13)
p1t+a1 px=f (U+p)&f (U )&p1 , (5.14)
p2t+a2 py=g(U+p)&g(U )&p2 . (5.15)
It follows from (5.14) that
p1(x, y, t)=e&tp1(x, y, 0)+|
t
0
e&(t&{)[[ f (U+p)&f (U )]&a1 px] d{.
(5.16)
Since sup(x, y) # R2 | p(x, y, t)|  0, and sup(x, y) # R2 | px(x, y, t)|  0 as t  ,
(5.16) implies sup(x, y) # R2 | p1(x, y, t)|  0 as t  .
The same argument leads to sup(x, y) # R2 | p2(x, y, t)|  0 as t  , which
completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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